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ABSTRACT. A d escriptive account of the glaciers of Jan M ayen is given, based on the results o f two recen t 
Unive rsity of L ondon expeditions. The positions of most of the glacier snouts are compared w ith previous 
records and a general advance of the ice margin is reported . The d iscovery of massive tillite deposits low down 
in the volcanic sequence is thought to confirm the post-Pleistocene origin of the present Beerenberg mountain. 
An outline of the geological and topographical evolution of the mountain is rela ted to the histo ry of its 
g laciation. Three major advances of the ice ma rgin are described, the most recent having taken place within 
th e last 350 years. The transient nature of high-a ltitude rime structures is d emonstrated. 

R ESUME. U n compte-rendu d escriptif des glaciers d e J a n JVlayen est don ne, a pa rtir des result a ts d e deux 
expeditions recentes de l'Uni versite de Londres. Les positions de la p lupa n d es langues g laciaires comparees 
avec des obse rva tions a nterieures m ontrent une avance generale de la bordure de la glace. Il semble que la 
decouverte de d epots de tillite massive a la base de la serie volcanique confirme I'o rig ine pos t-Ple istoccne 
d e I'ac tue l mont Beeren berg. Une esquisse de l'evolu tion geologique et topographique de la m ontagne es t 
rei ice a l'histoire d e ses glaciations. Trois impon a ntes avances de la bordure d e la g lace sont decrit es, la plus 
recente ayant pris place dans les d e rnieres 350 annees. On demontre la nature tra nsitoire des st ruc lUres de 
givre de haute-a ltitude. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Aui" der Grundlage der Ergebnisse zweier neuerlicher Expedit ionen d er Un iversity of 
London wird e ine beschreibende D a rstellung del" G le tscher von J a n Mayen gegeben. Die Lage d e r m eisten 
Gle tscherzungen lasst sich mit fruh eren Berichten verg leichen, woraus ein a llgemeiner Vorstoss d es Eisrandes 
zu folgern ist. Die Entdeckung massiver Tillit-Ablagerungen am unteren E nde el er vulkanischen Schi chten
folge scheint elie nach-pleistozane Entstehung eles heutigen Beerenbergs zu bestatigen. Die geologische unel 
topographische Entwicklung el es Berges hisst si ch umrisshaft mit el er Geschichte seiner Vcrglctscherung 
verknupfen. Es werden 3 grossere Vorstosse des Eisraneles beschrieben, el e ren letz tcr innerha lb der letztell 
350 Jahre sta ltfalld . Die Fluchtigkeit VOIl R cif-Strukturcn ill g rosser H ohe wirel Il achgewiesen. 

I NTRODUCTION 

The Imperia l College of Science Expedition to J a n Mayen in 1938 (King, (939) m ade the 
first survey of the glaciers of Nord J a n. Jennings (1939, (948) reported a genera l re treat of 
the g laciers, the latter paper rema ining the standard work on the glaciers of J a n Mayen. 
Aerial photographs of the glaciers were taken b y the Norsk Polarinstitutt in the course of 
making surveys for its map (sca le 1: 50,000) which was published in 1959 . The vertica l a nd 
oblique photographs ""hich were fl own in 1949 are now available for the whole isla nd. 

The University of London Jan Mayen Expedition, 1959 (Smith , unpublished ) reported 
a n advance of S0rbreen and presented evidence indicating that this was part of a genera l 
advance affec ting the glaciers of Beerenberg . These findings have been substantiated by the 
1961 University of London Beerenberg Expedition (Fitch and o thers, 1962 ) and correlated 
with the trend of increasing precipitation recorded since the meteorological station was 
established on the island in 192 I. A more deta iled investigation of the c1imatological factors 
affecting Jan Mayen has been m ade by Lamb and others (1962) . 

THE STATE OF THE ICE MARGIN IN 1961 
It was originally hoped that a detailed ground survey of a ll the glaciers of Beerenberg 

would be made during the 1961 expedition. Unfortunately much of the glaciological pro
gramme had to be abandoned following the tragic loss of the glaciological party in a small 
boat accident. Nevertheless, an a lmost complete survey of the g lacier snouts was made 
during the geological mapping programme and the coastal surveys carried out from the 
expedition supply ship. The photographs obtained on these surveys show very clearly that 
an advance has taken place since the aerial photographs were flown in 1949. The positions 
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quoted for the glacier snouts should be regarded as good approximations to their true positions. 
A map of the Nord J an glaciers is given in Figure I. 

THE GLACIERS OF THE EAST COAST 

Willebreen, Clarkebreen (collectively the " Wille Glacier" of Jennings (1948)) and Prills 
Haralds Breen terminate in the sea as they did in 1938 and 1949. Any variation in the activity 
of these glaciers could only be found by detailed ground investigation . 
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Petersenbreen now has a lobed snout and, although photographs do not allow its POSltlOl1 
to be assessed , the nature of the snout and its severe crevassing suggest that it may be advan
cing. 

Griegbreen was reported as reaching the sea in 1938 but the snout was not attached to the 
main body of the glacier. By 1949 the snout had retreated up the cliffs to an altitude of 60 m. 
Photographs taken in 1959 show that the glacier had advanced to the coast and the snout now 
terminates in an actively calving ice front. 
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Frielebreen a lso termina tes in the sea with a n active ice cliff, as it did in 1959. Below the 240 
m . contour this glacier is joined by Prilzs H aralds Breell a nd these two g laciers were together 
called the "Friele Glacier" by the 1938 expedition. T he northern part o f the la tter glacier 
(now Frielebreen) had no ice cliff in 1938 a nd it terminated some dista nce behind the shore
line. Its position in 1949 a ppears to have been much the sam e as it was in 1938. 

Dufferinbreell was reported to termina te 152 m . up in the cliffs in 1938. By I949 the re trea t 
had continued to an alti tude of a bout 250 m. , large a reas of dead ice being left behind . 
Photographs now show tha t the glacier is a dva ncing down the cliffs in two lobes, the northern 
lobe over riding the remna nts of the d ead ice. T he snou t is now at an a ltitude of 200 m. 

Sigurdbreell was retreating from the ice-cored mora ines at the foot of the cliffs in 1938 . A 
ra pid retrea t must have followed as the snou t was at an a lti tude o[ 300 m. in I949. A sm all 
adva nce to 260 m. has taken place since tha t time and the glacier snout shows the characteristic 
features of a n advancing glacier. T here is som e evidence that the unnamed ice tongue immedi
a tely north of Sigurdbreen is also advancing. 

Smithbreen. T his glacier in the extrem e north-east has been named after Peter Smith w ho 
was responsible [or the glaciological programmes of the 1959 and 196 / expedi tions. T his 
nam e has been approved by the Norsk P ola rinsti tutt. T he m ain interest in this glacier lies 
in its weH-preserved outer m oraines- Moraine I (p. 444). The termina l m oraine of this 
sys tem lies at the foot of the old cliff line on the coasta l lava platform. J ennings (1948) did 
not commen t on this glacier and there is no evidence to suggest that a n a d vance is taking 
p lace here. 

T H E GLACIER S OF THE NO RTH COAST 

Svend Foynbreen, Kj erulfbreen a nd Weyprechtbreen have a lways been repor ted as the 
most active g laciers o[ Beerenberg. T hey have a convex cross-section a t their snouts and show 
no signs o[ a recent lowering in the level of their snouts (Jennings, 1948) . 

Svend FOYllbreell . In 1938 J ennings comm ented that there was a beach exposed below the 
termina l cl iff of the glacier at mos t stages of the tide, although active calving was in progress . 
T he g lacier is shown on the Norwegia n m a p as terminating just behind the beach in I949. 
In 1959 and 196 1, however, the base of the glacier was only exposed at low t ide and nothing 
tha t could be described as a beach was seen . I t is interes ting to note that this is the onl y 
g lacier on the island which forms ogives . 

Kjeruifbreell is the only glacier of com para ble size to W eyprechtbreen . T hese two glaciers 
a re o[ particula r interest because of the p resence of massive outwash fa ns around their snouts. 
Both fa ns when viewed from their seaward m a rgins a re seen to be well bedded. 

Gjuvbreen. J ennings (1948) referred to this glacier as the " East Weyprecht Glacier" a nd 
reported i t as termina ting in an ice fa ll behind the cliff line. Its position , very a pproximately, 
must have been 1,000 m . from the sea. T he Norwegian m a p shows the snout to be 450 m. 
short of the coastline. T his advance con tinued after 1949 a nd the glacier now ends in a di r ty 
ice cliff on the coast. It is worth noting that in 1961 the snout was far less dir ty than it was in 
1959 when in the sam e position. This g lacier has a lower accumulation a rea than the other 
glaciers o[ Beerenberg (Fig. 2) and shifts of the firn line must therefore have a relatively 
greater effect on the regime of this glacier . T his may be the cause of the present readvance · 
having started before J 949 . 

Weyprechtbreen is by far the most spec tacula r of a ll the J a n M ayen g laciers (Fig. 2). T he 
wide breach in the crater rim through which the ice field is drained was tho ught by J ennings 
to be due to a violent volca nic explosion. Wordie (1926) considered that it might have been 
formed as a fin a l run-out channel like those which many of the small pa rasitic cones exhibit. 
T here is no evidence for either of these postulations and it is just as likely that W eyprechtbreen 
itself was largely responsible for the breaching of the cra ter wa ll. T he corries of the east 
coast glaciers a re almost breaching the eas tern wall of the crater. 
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THE GLACIERS OF THE ORTH-WEST COAST 

Hamarbreen . Jennings ( 1948) did not comment on this glacier except to report that the 
presence of moraines to the south of Weyprechtbreen indicated former glacier activity there. 
His map, however, shows an ice tongue which can only correspond to Hamarbreen. The 
Norwegian map shows the glacier to be 1,300 m. from the sea. In 1959 Smith (unpublished ) 
reported that "the ice margin seems to be more definite than that marked on the map". This 
first suspicion of an advance has been confirmed by the photographs taken in 1961 which 

Fig. 2 . Wey prechtbreenfrom the north in 1949. Gjuvbreen is the glacier on the lift of the photograph; Hamarb reell, near the 
top of the cliffs, is on the right. Moraines of the Krogness Advance can be seen on the flanks of the mountain immediately to 
the west of Weyprechtbreen. Note also the summit cone and crater of B eerenberg siUing on the basal dome of the mountain . 
Photograph by kind permission of the Norsk PolarinstituU 

show that the snout had reached the top of the cliffs, 875 m. from the coastline. Very fresh 
lateral moraines on the southern margin of the glacier are evidence of greatly increased activity. 

Jorisbreen shows one of the most spectacular advances on the island . Jennings (1948) 
reported the glacier as being in strong retreat, with large gaps noticeable in the ice fall above 
its snout. By 1949 the glacier h ad retreated beyond the top of the cliffs to an altitude of 300 m. 
In 1959 the snout was observed to be half way down the cliffs at an altitude of 100 m . By 1961 
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the snout had reached the base of the cliffs 50 m. above sea-level and 150 m. from the shore, 
but still inside the most recent moraines. 

Charcotbreen. Jennings (1948) reported that this glacier was more active in 1938 than either 
S0rbreen or Fotherbybreen. The terminal ice cliff was 180 m. from the coast and this distance 
had increased greatly by 1949. The amount of debris on the g lacier at this time makes it 
impossible to distinguish the true position of the snout in the terminal moraine. It was not 
possible to plot the position of the snout in 196 I but a photograph higher up the g lacier shows 
it is convex in cross-section which may indica te that it is in an active state. 

KerckllOifbreen. Previous positions of the glacier snout are more difficult to determine than 
for Charcotbreen. In 1938 the glacier surface near the snout was very flat, whereas it is now 
bulging and the glacier surface behind it is severely crevassed. There is little doubt that the 
g lacier is now in an active state and it is a lmost certain ly advancing. T his glacier possesses 
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the most perfect moraine seq uence of a ll the g laciers on Jan Mayen. Like Smithbreen, the 
oldest moraines of the series were deposited on land. These moraines were described in detail 
by the Austrian Polar Year Exped ition (Boldva, 1886) . 

THE GLACIERS OF THE SOUTH COAST 

Neither the J 959 nor 196 1 expeditions have any information regarding the activity of either 
FOlherbybreen or Wardbreen. 

Sorbreen has been studied intensively by these expeditions and by previous expeditions. 
The fluctuations of this glacier have been fu lly considered by Fitch a nd others (1962) and 
only a diagram of the fluctuations (Fig. 3) need be presented here. (Table I in the paper by 
Lamb and others (1962) gives the known positions on which this curve is based. ) A photo
graph of the advancing snout of S0rbreen taken in 1959 is shown in F igure 4. 

THE MODERN MORAINE SYSTEMS 

By examining the different series of moraines J ennings ( 1948) was led to suggest that 
the retreat of the glaciers observed by the 1938 expedition had taken place in two main 
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stages. The first stage was characterized by the extensive hummocky moraines found outside 
Kerckhoffbreen and the unnamed glacier to the south, and by the massive moraines at the 
foot of Weyprechtbreen. The retreat of the ice margin inside these moraines took place before 
the visit of the Austrian Polar Year Expedition of 1882-83. The second stage of the retreat 
was characterized by two sets of terminal moraines which were observed for most of the glaciers 
not terminating in the sea. This retreat was considered to have been rapid as there was little 
accumulation of morainic debris between the inner and outer ridges. 

These complex series of moraines are believed to have been formed following advances 
in approximately 1750,1850- 70 and 1910- 20, and have been termed Moraines I, II and III 
respectively (Fitch and others, 1962) . In this the authors agree with Thorarinsson (1940) 
when he refers the second phase of the recent ice retreat to the period after the "Hochstand" 
in the middle or latter half of the nineteenth century, and the outermost moraine ridges to an 

Fig. 4. The snout q( Sorbreen ill I.95.9from the west lateral moraine. Note the high lateral moraine (Moraine I) onfar side of 
vallq . Photogra/Jh ~v B . Chadwick 

advance culminating in the middle of the eighteenth century. Careful study of aerial photo
graphs shows that the extensive hummocky moraines already noted between Moraines I and 
II at Kerckhoffbreen are present, in other places, as one or more distinct ridges and it seems 
probable that the retreat between r 750 and r 850 was both slow and oscillatory. This whole 
period has been termed the S0rbreen Advance. 

RIME ACCUMULATION AT HIGH ALTITUDE 

Brief mention must be made of the great rime accumulations which are to be seen around 
the crater rim. Russell (1939) has given an account of the rime in his description of the 
Beerenberg mountain . The massive rime dome forming the summit of Haakon VII Toppen 
is probably the best example of the many rime domes which cap rock outcrops around the 
crater rim. Members of the 1938 expedition succeeded in surmounting this obstacle but it 
proved impossible to climb in both 1959 and 196 J. A comparison of photographs taken in 
1938 and 1959 shows that its diameter increased by about five times during this period. In 
1959 it was approximately 50 ft. ( 15' 2 m .) in diameter and had the appearance of a gigantic 
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mushroom. In ' 196 1 much of this dome was fo und to have colla psed, as is shown by comparing 
F igures sa a nd Sb. 

T HE E VOLUTION OF BEERENBERG AND ITS I CE F IELDS 
In this section a brief outl ine of the geologica l and geom orphological history of Nord J a n 

is given, to show the basis on which the g laciological histo ry of the mounta in is b uilt. T he 
chronology follows tha t of Fitch (in press) bu t it is to be regarded with some cau tion. Fur ther 
deta iled field work is still req uired so that severa l outstanding p roblems which have a n impor
tant bearing on any chronology may be investigated . 

T he discovery of a m assive double tilli te d eposit low down in the volcanic succession a t 
K app Fishburn indicates that there was extensive glacia tion of the proto-Beerenberg at som e 
period . The lower of the two tilli tes has been tenta tively correlated with the Fennoscandinavia n 

Fig . 5. Summit rime dome q{ Haakoll VII TO/Jpen in (a) 1959 and (b) 196, . Note the stratification oJ the rime in (b). Photo
graph (a) b), R . C. W right and (b) b) , D .].]. Kinsman 

moraines of abo u t 12,000 yr. B.P. It should be emphasized tha t if this assumption is proved to 
be incorrec t then the d a ting of much of the sequence which follows must a lso be incorrect. 
Fitch has suggested tha t the upper tillite m ay be of Younger D ryas age ( IO,OOO- IO,SOO B.P. ) . 
T here is no evidence of a nother m aj or glaciation la ter in the volcanic sequence nor is there a t 
present a ny direct evidence which might weigh against this assumption. 

During the m ajor glacia tion the proto-Eeerenberg was p robably a simple dome. T he 
d eposition of the tillites was fo llowed by a series of volca nic eruptions from the centra l sink, 
building the basal dome to a lmost its present height and form . T hroughout this whole period 
there is no evidence of a ny glacia l activity. 

After a period of erosion the volcano entered a new cycle of activity which resulted in the 
formation of the summi t cone a nd crater between 6 000 and 7 000 B.P. I t seem s likely that from 
this time onwards at least the summit of the m ountain has borne a permanent snow cover and 
that the formation of corries a lso d a tes from this time. T his period of volcanic activity occurred 
during the post-glacia l clima tic optimum when sea-level was rising rapidly a nd eroding the 
huge cliffs of the north and east coasts. 

Shortly a fter the summi t cone and cra ter of Beerenberg ha d formed, fi ssure volcanism 
(the Troms0ryggen period of activity) commenced on the east a nd west fl anks of the mounta in. 
In the north-east lavas poured over the sea cliffs pushing the coastline seawa rds. No pillow 
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lavas are visible in the modern sea cliffs cut into these lavas, therefore at the time of their 
eruption sea-level must have been relatively lower than it is at present; how much lower 
depends on the thickness of the normal sub-aerially erupted lavas now below sea-level. 

Godwin and others (1958) have shown that sea-level had largely re-established itself by 
5500 B .P . Godwin (1940) had previously shown that after reaching a maximum height in 
3500- 4000 B.P. sea-level temporarily receded below its present level. The Tromsoryggen lavas 
could therefore have been extruded either prior to 5500 B.P . or at some time after that date 
when the sea was below its present level. Fitch favours the thesis that this volcanism occurred 
after a minor rise of sea-level before the post-Pleistocene maximum, and dates the activity 
between 4000 and 5000 yr. B. P. 

After the Tromsoryggen activity an extensive advance of the Beerenberg ice field occurred 
and broad ice tongues extended to the tops of the cliffs. It can be seen from the moraines 
lying on top of the cliffs of Weyprechtbreen that the glaciers had not yet begun to cut the 
valleys which they now occupy. The moraines of this, the Krogness Advance, are conspicuous 
in the aerial photographs of the north-west flanks of the mountain, forming great petal-like 
features around, but not directly associated with, the present-day glaciers. It is interesting to 
note that Beschel (196 I) has suggested a comparable advance of the Greenland glaciers in 
about 4000 B.P. 

Following the formation of these moraines came another cycle of fissure eruption. These 
lava flows- the Koksletta lavas- can be seen flowing round and burying the moraines of the 
Krogness Advance. The Koksletta lavas poured over the high cliffs and onto the laya plat
forms of the previous eruption before finally reaching the sea. This activity determines the 
present-day shore-line in some parts of the island. The lava flows buried a marine platform 
and raised beach cut into the Tromsoryggen lavas at the time of the maximum advance of 
the post-Pleistocene sea. The Koksletta lavas therefore post-date the raised beach which is at 
a height of 8- IQ m. 

Other features of the coastal topography which are of interest are the outwash fans of 
Kjerulfbreen and Weyprechtbreen. These are thought to have been formed under climatic 
conditions different from those of the present- probably more pluvial in nature. The lateral 
extent of the fans indicates that they were formed when the parent glaciers were still cutting 
their valleys high up in the cliffs and a lso at a time when sea-level was somewhat below that at 
present. 

There is evidence at Sorbreen (Flint, 1948), Jorisbreen, Hamarbreen and Smithbreen of 
a further advance of the g laciers post-dating the Koksletta eruptions but occurring an appreci
able time before the Sorbreen Advance. Where they are visible the moraines of this advance, 
which has been termed the Joris Advance, appear outside the more recent deposits as much
degraded material. The later advance of the glaciers was more extensive and broke through 
these moraines, so that in general they have not been well preserved. It is possible that this 
advance of the glaciers can be compared with that of some of the Scandanavian glaciers 
known to have taken place at about 2500 B.P. (Ahlmann, 1953). 

In other areas a period of favourab le climate followed in A.D. 0- 400. Fitch (in press) has 
correlated a 5 m. raised beach on the island with this period. The latest events in the history 
of Nord Jan are then, the Joris Advance, a minor trangression of the sea to form the 5 m. 
raised beach and the Sorbreen Advance which has been previously discussed and which IS 

closely correlated with the "Little Ice Age" of the last 350 yr. 

DISCU SSION 

Evidence of three post-Pleistocene glacier stands on Jan Mayen has been presented. The 
first of these, the Krogness Advance, is thought to have occurred about 4000 B.P.; the second, 
the Joris Advance, at about 2500 B.P . ; and the third or Sorbreen Advance has taken place 
during the last 350 yr. and is still running its course. The latter two stands are well known and 
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seem to be characteristic features of most glaciated areas, in the Northern Hemisphere at 
least. The Krogness Advance is of greater interest. I t occurred towards the end of the post
glacial climatic optimum and may have been the most extensive advance of the ice margin 
that has taken place on the present Beerenberg mountain. The a nomalous situa tion of a major 
advance of the J an Mayen glaciers during a time of favourab le climate therefore appears to 
exist. 

It is interesting to consider the Krogness Advance in the light of our knowledge of the 
most recent fluctua tions of the glaciers. Since 1900 two minor advances of the glaciers have 
occurred during a period of generally mild climate. These two a dvances have been associated 
with times of high-intensity atmospheric circulation, the period from 19 2 I onwards being 
associated with an increase in precipitation of a lmost 100 per cent onJan Mayen. It is tempting 
to suggest that a similar circulation pattern might have existed a t the time of the Krogness 
Advance, a nd that the accompanying high level of precipitation induced an a d vance of the 
glaciers. Such a direct correlation, however, shou ld be considered with extreme caution until 
more conclusive information is forthcoming. 

G lacia l advances in other regions compara ble with the J Ot-is a nd Sorbreen Advances are 
known to have been associated with depressed temperatures. I t would seem, therefore , tha t 
the glaciers of J an Mayen respond positively to two extremes of climate: to times of both high 
and low temperatures. The po 'sibi lity of this having occurred in other a reas of the world 
should be considered . 

It is hoped that another expedition to Jan Mayen in 1963 will be able to produce furth er 
information concerning the chronobgical sequences and glacio logical history of J an Mayen. 
T he programme will a lso include a redetermination of the positions of the g lacier snouts a nd 
a n extended programme of m easurements on S0rbreen. 
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